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The conception has long been prevalent that the wind is a
much more efficient agency in the rounding of sand grains that is
',\'ater. From this has bcen devcloped the geological doctrine that
.'andstones and sands composed of rounded or sperical grains are of
t'olian origin and consequently may have been deposited under
desert conditions.

Experiments to determine the relative rate of wear by wind and
water ha\'c been in progrcss by the writer for the last several year,~.

Thc rcsults of the experiments indicate that the rate of wear b.y
either wind or water is an exceedingly slow process and in fact
much more slow than had been expected. The experiments also
bring out \cry strikingly that thc rate of wear on sand submerged
ill water is considerably morc rapid than the wear on dry sand when
rtliled onr an equal distance. Thus instead of having a ratio of the
rate of wear of 29 to 1 as was suggested long ago by Mackie from
!lis studies and field ouscn'ations, the experiments indicate a ratio
\Ii from 1.5 : 1 to 4.5 : 1 in favor of water. If this is the true con
dition in nature, it is evident that water actually accomplishes a
I..:reat deal more rounding of sand grains than does the wind. It was
long ago observed that dune sands were made of the more equi
dimensional grains or the more rounded grains which may how
ever, be due to the fact that the wind will roll more easily the more
rounded grains than angular grains which will be left behind, this
being a process of selective sorting by the wind.

The rate of wear by both wind and water is so slow that after
some 500 miles of wear in a rotating barrel there is no perceptibl~

rounding of the grains so far as can be determined by the microscope
and quartz crystals of definite angular outlines do not show dilJ'
tinctive wear after traveling this distance. Microscopic:: determina
tion therefore as to whether a sand is wind or water wom seems
hopeless. .

It should also be noted that the original source of the sand
found in the field hardly admits of direct deternJiuatioo for wiDd
will carry sand irrespective of topograph, and altitude lOwe can
hardly. escape .from the cODcbwon that the JOUI'Ce of wiad ....d is
,heterogenous in dw'aeter and ma~ b;e derived from ... totarees
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IDd HYeral,eoloaicaJ formations containing sand in ~ifferent stage,
of 1"OUDCIiaI. Similarly the source of sands found In streams and
aJoaa didr banks, a. dune sand, on continental ~urope ~ thc)
BritiJh bles may have been carried for some considerable. dIStance
by the Plei.tocene ice and may even have come through thiS source
from the Scandinavian Peninsula. Fur.thermore all geological for·
matiOlll earlier than the Pleistocene may have contributed through
,tacial ero.ion to the sands now found in these areas" and over
which the ice i. known to have moved.

While the conclusions obtained from these experiments are to
be reprded II provisional, they may be summarized asfoUows:

I. From the exceedingly slow rate of wear which has taken
durin, the experiments, it does not appear likely that sand grains
in a lin,le journey from the central part of a continent to the sea
would experience sufficient wear to become rounded. For such
roundin,. the sand will probably make several such journeys,
throaah more than one cycle of erosion. transportation and deposi
tion.

2. It follows that sand grams approaching spherical shape may
be of very considerable age. No such grains should be regarded as
havlna been derived during the present cycle of deposition, from
their source the igneous rocks.

3. The presence of more rounded grains as weD as a larger
number of rounded grain in dunes than on the beach is due to the
selective sorting by the wind. Rounded grains are rolled more
euily than the more angular or flat·shaped grains. This sortioJ
action by the wind. leaves the relatively flat and angular grains 00

the beach or in the river flats; so that while the wind may have
done the sorting of the more rounded grains. it may not have been
the molt important agent in their rounding.

4. Sand grains in agitated water are rotted comparatively
aentlJ. while the wind is less able to roll grains. Due to the higher
YeJodty of the wind. the grains are carried in suspension. and as the
velocity diminishes settle into the pore spaces of the sand over thte
dune lurface. While the smaller sand grains are so carried by the
wind at hiab velocity in suspension. they are not being rounded but
may become more angular due to breaking on collision with the sur
face of the around. In water the fines are carried in suspension,
••.., die anins which are large. enough to be rouucIed, free to
CIDIHcIe; for the film of water which is supposed to slIIl'OQIld sub
..... IUd appears to be noa~stent in so far as sud araiDI of

. _Hd.-t aile to be rouucIed, are c:oncemed.
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5. Wind blown sand or sand rolled dry appear to be covered
with the fine material which produces a coating over the surface
of the sand grains. This serves as a protective coating and actually
may prevent wear of the dry sand grains. which due to the coating
may appear more round than they in reality are.

6. The action of the water of the beach is believed to be a
more potent factor in the rounding of sand grains than is the wind
for the water along the beach is in constant motion, moving the sand
forward and back, while ~and in dunes is in motion only periodi
cally, at comparatively long intervals, when the wind velocity ex
ceeds ten miles per hour.. Furthermore, only a smaIl portion of
the sand of the dune may be in motion over the surface of the dune,
e\'en when the wind is sufficiently high to roll the sand:
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